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Jo St Baker is an award winning visual artist and director of St Baker 
Studio + Venue, located on Brisbane’s Moreton Bay. She is a 
painter, carver, and sculptor who constantly alters her repertoire 
and pushes boundaries and mediums to interesting places.

Jo independently activated an empty space on the Redcliffe waterfront in 2012, 
establishing Studio + Venue. There she created opportunities and incentives for 
other artists; curating, marketing, and presenting exhibitions, as well as art-based 
programs, initiatives, and workshops. The 
Gallery was the first of its kind in the region, 
making contemporary art and design-based 
products available to the public. 

Jo has a strong arts practice, currently 
working on private commissions and design 
features for Tropicsurf. Her figurative 
sculpture “The Sandmen” won the Flying Arts 
Queensland Regional Arts Award 2017, and is 
touring Queensland Regional Galleries until 
January 2019.
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A R T  I S

Art is everything, it makes sense of life. Art can 
be as simple as your life and how you live it.

Jo St Baker

E V E R Y T H I N G

TS: What is an artist?
JSB: An artist is a seeker of beauty and 
understanding, one who has a cerebral, 
intuitive, emotional and physical response 
to life as it’s experienced. We create images 
and objects as a universal language, a form 
of storytelling that gives people the freedom 
of interpretation. Everyone sees something 
different in a work of art , and that’s magical.  
I consider artistic expression as an input-output 
process: in through the senses and out through 
my hands.

When art truly connects it’s capable of 
provoking raw emotion.
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PREVIOUS SPREAD: In the Studio, Jo; 

Wall: The Shadows We Cast the Light We 

Leave. 3m Bamboo Board

LEFT TOP: Turtle Alaia, Hand etched

LEFT: Wall of Perpetual Momentum

25 x 41cm Hand etched drawings, wooden 

circle installation

ABOVE: Noosa to Hokusai

Acrylic on canvas, 800mm x 1400mm  

ABOVE RIGHT: A Surfers Meditation

Wooden etching, 900mm x 300mm

What drew you to being an artist?
I would draw from since I can remember – I was a serious young artist! 
The first time I really painted something was in high school. It was an 
80-centimetre circular board. It was painted in sunshine colours, light to 
deep yellow, red and orange, following the round shape. In the centre, I cut 
a hole about the size of a small plate. Behind this hole I placed a mirror to 
capture the intensity of the sun, the object we can never look at directly. In 
front at the centre I painted a silhouetted shape 
of a figure looking outward. That figure was 
holding a surfboard.

Freedom means a lot to me and I guess this 
represented the ultimate in freedom. I paint and 
carve “life” every day. I have a very full career 
in the arts and being full time in the studio 
with my work in public and private collections 
all over the world I delight in the feeling that I 
transfer to the viewer or new owner that same 
embracing sense of connection with something 
bigger than ourselves. With art, the timeline 
of your work represents a history of personal 
perception. You can really connect with a 
moment in time and keep it. 

Where do you like to work?
I believe we all have places where we are at our best. A space where 
we feel connected, energised, well and happy. A place where it all 
makes sense. For me this place is a holy trinity: in the studio creating 
contemporary art, being on the beach and in the water, or viewing 
masterful works of art. These are the emotional triggers that prompt 
me to make art. Each is special and rarified, giving me an elevated 
sense of inspired creativity. Art is spiritual and for me, so too are 
these places.   
Why the attraction to the ocean and surf?
I was born and grew up on the coast and it is an inherent part of my 
psyche. It’s where I am at my best and where a lot of my stories begin. 
I grew up in Woonona, living up on the Illawarra Escarpment where 
the ocean was visible but a long, hot walk away in summer. I loved the 
walks because they were part of the ritual, anticipation on the way 
there and suntanned happiness on the way back. The beach shaped 
me: friendships, boyfriends, the tribal surfing environment – I grew up 
there quite literally. The coast and my relationship with it has always 
defined my sense of self. Even working in the New Zealand ski-fields 
in my twenties or working in London I was conscious of how far 
removed from the ocean I’d placed myself. It’s a magnetic yardstick 
that never lets up. When the opportunity to come back home to 
Australia from New Zealand and other alpine travels presented itself 
a large part of the decision was the chance to live close to the water 
again. It wasn’t a seachange whim, it was a massive tidal pull. 
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Can you describe the processes in creating your alaia art? 
During my Bachelor of Visual Art studies I was developing 
woodcut (printmaking) techniques and artworks that 
progressively grew in size and scale. What started as a fairly 
standard art process of printmaking developed into a love 
of the sensual, skin-like elements in the wood. So instead 
of the print as the finished product, I began to see the 
possibilities of the plate itself as the end product. The first 
time I introduced ink to paulownia it was a delicious union. 

I began exhibiting the plate as the artwork and the 
reaction was really positive. It was a way for me to draw in 
a freehand style with the sole focus on light (chiaroscuro) 
and form.

The idea of using an alaia as a ‘plate’ came about as 
a result of the work I was doing drawing and etching on 
plywood. It was actually Tropicsurf’s Ross Phillips who 
suggested I work with alaia. It made perfect sense that 
the material be taken to a fine arts level. For me the alaia 
became the perfect ‘canvas’ for creating works that depict 
the land/sea earth/spirit and child/adult liminal space 
stories that I had alluded to throughout all of my work.  
The alaia is simple and primitive, the precursor of all 
modern surfboards. It brought all my favourite elements 
together irresistibly.

The alaia are shaped for me by a shaper in Currumbin. I 
like the quality of his work and they arrive ready for creating 
art. The drawing and carving of each piece can take up to 
four weeks, depending on the detail. I am constantly amazed 
at the variable interpretations of an image as it is forming. 
One couple saw the face of Jesus. Others have charged 
their imaginations with birds, animals and even a distinctive 
thumb print. I like the scale of the alaia. It gives them a 
very human presence, so working on it is like a face to face 
conversation with nature’s skin. It’s very intimate. 

How would you describe the look and texture?
Wood is a very sensual material. To me it carries its own story before 
another is built upon it. Wood has a very tactile surface tension that I 
see too in skin and water. As I work on the paulownia, wood becomes 
landscape and bodies become water and sand. Carving away threads of 
light from the grainy darkness is a meditation, kind of similar to that of 
actually shaping the board.

Each alaia is about 198 centimetres 
long, 40 centimetres wide, and is carefully 
shaped and finely sanded to a smooth 
surface The paulownia timber is light, 
fine-grained and resistant to warping 
and rotting. They are sealed for easy 
maintenance and easy to hang, adding 
great beauty and elegance to any setting. 

FAR LEFT: Champagne Ride Hand etched 

Alaia 1980mm x 400mm

TOP LEFT: Requiem (Paddle Out)

10 piece  glassworks cast from shore line 

cuttlefish, steel and pumice stone sculptures 

130mm - 380mm 

ABOVE: Above, Acrylic on Canvas

1100mm x 1700mm

ABOVE RIGHT: Xxxxx

What does art do for you? 
It’s my career path and business so there are always those pressures, 
but they say choose a path in life that nourishes who you are as well 
as supports you, and then 25 years go by! 

My background is in graphic design and advertising. The evolution 
to fine art seemed very natural and another step in delivering unique 
art and design options for clients. It allows me to continue growing 
and connecting with life and people in the most amazing ways, I am 
always looking at and learning new things.
How do you see art being a pathway to wellness?
Wellness comes about from balance and positive nourishment, 
stimulation of our primal self. I liken art to surfing in a way, because 
they both achieve this in an unconscious, effortless way. They’re both a 
physical, spiritual and social way of life.

 When you are in a relationship with something that means so much 
to you it can do no more than make you feel at your best. Both surfing 
and art are challenging but the rewards are moments of elation like 
no other. 
Any advice for budding artists? 
As in surfing, some people are better and some are worse than you. 
Some get to the level of doing it for a living while others engage with 
it for pure enjoyment and learning. Do it for the love and enjoyment 
that it gives you. Keep educating yourself, respect each other’s work 
and use these two great cultures, art and surfing as ceremonial acts 
in positivity.

Jo St Baker has been a consultant for Tropicsurf on their upcoming Coffee Table Book NAME? Her latest collection of paintings, carvings 
and sculptures, “The First Wave” is available on her website. Her Brisbane studio is open by appointment and Jo can be contacted at 
jostbaker@bigpond.com, www.stbakerart.com, Instagram: @jostbaker and @jostbaker_woodandocean 


